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Dear Mr. Lane, 

 

 The patterns and components utilized in the making of your proposed band uniforms & shakos are very unique 

and customized according to the requirements of the music department at Southwest High School. For over 100 years, 

DeMoulin Brothers has served as the nation’s leading and largest maker of custom uniform products. We have 

manufactured uniforms for high school and university programs worldwide for many years. We feel strongly the unisex 

coat pattern we exclusively, offer is the most effective use of your investment. The unisex pattern is the most useful 

over the life of the uniform and by definition makes the look ‘uniform’. Having two different patterns on similar 

measured students, means you will get inconsistent appearance between your male and female marchers. Also, you will 

have the peace of mind of knowing your coat inventory will run from the smallest units being at the low end of 

numbers in your inventory to the largest being in the high end of the numbers in your inventory.  

 What distinguishes this particular uniform is a unique pattern work and design which has been created to offer a 

more flexible fit for the athletic movements expected from your marching unit. In addition, we will be using a special 

layer interlining which offers the needed resilience and action required of a marching coat. DeMoulin is offering your 

school a full limited lifetime warranty on this uniform and it’s component pieces. This warranty will cover 

manufacturer’s defects and will include personal service by the uniform representative for Southwest High School 

should the need arise to determine the necessity of repair and return to our manufacturing facilities in Greenville, IL.  

Final say on manufacturer’s defects, versus normal wear and tear, versus unique, traumatic damage lies with the Head 

of Manufacturing at DeMoulin Bros. 

 In addition to the coat construction features, DeMoulin offers you unique, printed design elements that are 

styled for this uniform. This unique process provides design elements that were traditionally ‘cut and sew’ operations 

and give the contemporary flair you desire for the Southwest High School band while grounding the uniform in the 

traditions expected for your band and is guaranteed to handle the customary rigors of marching music performance.   

 Our uniforms also use Fresh Guard, SANOGIENE™. This can be used in pairs in the sweat shields or 

singularly near the ID label. Fresh Guard, SANOGIENE™ uses Nano technology to harness and store molecules with a 

3D mesh of activated carbon material using Van Der Waals Forces. This odor-absorbing pad is machine washable and 

dry cleanable. It lasts for the life of the garment, is odorless, inert, non-allergenic, and environmentally friendly. 

Though the technology is available, Fresh Guard, SANOGIENE™ is not utilized by any other manufacturers and 

substitutes should not be accepted. In competitive procurements, the following is laid out in the general specifications 

section:  
 
DeMOULiN provides extensive odor guard protection inside every uniform jacket through our 
SANOGIENE™ treated “Fresh Guard “ perspiration patch which will prevent odors and retard the growth of 
bacteria.  Sweatshields will contain Sanogiene™ Anti-Microbial Protection. Sanogiene™ is an EPA 
approved patented technology providing the following properties:  
             
                        1. Controls and resists odors 
  
                        2. Retards the growth and action of bacterial odors 
  



                        3. Mildew resistant 
  
                        4. Prevents microbes from degrading uniform construction 
  
                        5. Long-lasting in excess of one hundred launderings 
  
            In addition, the staining, degradation and loss of the performance properties of textile fibers are often 
the result of microbial attack. Sanogiene™ finish protects the fabrics from microbial contamination and 
growth. Sanogiene™ is an EPA registered product and meets requirements for US anti-microbial 
registration. 
 

Additionally, this uniform utilizes in the both the coat sleeve hem and pants hem an adjustability feature know an 

Adjust-a-Hem™.  This feature has imitations in the market, but DeMOULiN is the only company that utilizes a nylon, 

webbed strap to minimize the ‘impression showing’ that is the hallmark of the similar feature on other garments. When 

they are direct riveted onto the cuff turn-backs, small circles appear in the cuff area near each seam which cause an 

unsightly gather, even at distance. Our Adjust-a-Hem™ also allows for adjustments over several possible length-cuts 

within the order. The feature, when added to an ‘R’-cut coat, designed for someone 5’10” with normal proportions, can 

function to adjust in sleeve length down to ‘S’-cuts and ‘XS-cuts and up to ‘L’-cuts and ‘XL’-cuts within one standard 

deviation. Therefore, when the feature is put into an ‘R’-cut it would serve almost anyone whose sleeve length would 

fall within one standard deviation of normally-proportioned marchers from 5’0” to 6’2” in height. In competitive 

procurements, the following is laid out in the general specifications section. The version below is the pant leg version. 

The sleeve cuff version would be half of the totals seen below.  

10.     ADJUST-A-HEM ™ 

          a.          Bibber Trousers will have Adjust-a-Hem ™ snap tape of 22 alternating, riveted male (11) 

and female (11) gripper snaps. 

               b.          Heavy-duty polyester tape 14” in length to give over 20” of adjustability for each bibber leg. 

               c.          Direct sewn over the turn back of the each leg panel to minimize ‘impression showing. 

 

We know of no other manufacturer who utilizes this same construction or the same standards for a band 

uniform design and fit, free cloud-based inventory control, odor-retarding, anti-microbial aspects of our offerings, or an 

adjustment feature that does not show evidence of riveting on the finish side of cuffs. Our patterns, construction, and 

procedures are unique to DeMoulin Bros. DeMoulin has a continuously stocks the goods for all of the needed fabrics, 

which will also allow DeMoulin the ability to reproduce the uniform, in entirety, and in its exact form, in any quantity 

at a later date.  

These offerings therefore establish DeMoulin Brothers as a sole source for this particular uniform for 

Southwest High School. 

 

Sincerely,  

 

DeMoulin Brothers & Company 

Jeff Therber  

Regional Sales Manager 

Western Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi, Greater New Orleans 

Phone: 706-676-7779 

 

We want to be YOUR uniform company Quality and Design Leaders Since 1892 


